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WESTERN LAHUL, 1958
F. SOLARI

In 1955 we had justified our extravagance on the grounds that 
one must take the chance of a life-time, that one is middle-aged only 
once, and so on. But has anyone ever climbed in the Himalaya and 
not wanted above all else to return ? And how could we, after so 
fortunate and happy an expedition as that of 1955*, fail to wish to 
repeat the experience ? So, imperceptibly, the idea of a sequel 
developed from a perhaps to a must, and only mere details of where 
when and how remained to be settled.

Two dominant factors affected all our plans we should have 
very limited leave from our respective jobs and that could only be 
during the months of July and August. Whatever we did would have 
to be fitted into six weeks London to London with an extra week for 
an advance party, and done in spite of the monsoon. These limita 
tions, and the invaluable assistance we had received in 1955 from 
Major H. M. Banon, made Manali at the head of the Kulu valley 
in the Punjab an almost inevitable choice for our taking-off point, 
and it only remained to decide where within a week's march of Manali 
we should set our sights. There was and is much to be done in Inner 
Lahul and around the Bara Shigri, but after our first innings there 
we were inclined to be superior and to regard what is left there as 
filling-in of detail. So we turned our eyes instead to the west of 
Keylang and to that considerable stretch of the Great Himalayan 
Range extending north-westwards towards Nun Kun. Here is room 
to spare for many expeditions and our only problem was to decide 
how far we might be able to penetrate in the limited time we had. In 
the end, after several hopeful calculations of the number of marches 
necessary to reach the head of the Miyar Nala, we settled for the 
more modest Thirot Nala.

Our party started with the 1955 quartet as nucleus Hamish 
McArthur as leader and his wife Millicent, and my wife and myself. 
Unfortunately, Captain (now Major) Kailash Goswami and his wife 
Tara were unable to join us again, but two worthy recruits were 
found in Margaret Munro of Edinburgh, a member of the Cairngorm 
Club, and the Ladies' Alpine Club, who had climbed extensively in 
Scotland and the Alps with Hamish and Millicent, and Emile Bayle, 
a mining engineer from the Pas de Calais, a member of the G.H.M. 
with a great deal of Alpine experience, and at 56 the oldest member 
of the party by a considerable margin. Through the Himalayan Club 
in Darjeeling we engaged two Sherpas, Ang Tsering, who has a 
magnificent record from the ill-fated German Nanga Parbat

"Central Lahul Expedition: See Alpine Journal of November 1956.
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Expedition of 1933 to the second Swiss Everest attempt of 1952, and 
his son Dawa Temba, recently graduated from the mountain school 
in Darjeeling. Later, in Manali, we recruited four local porters, 
Dorje, Ishi, Sonam (an old friend from 1955) and Wangyal who all 
turned out to be absolutely splendid.

We flew to India by diverse routes, the advance party spending 
a frustrating and perspiring week in and out of the Customs Houses 
and godowns of Bombay in the heat and humidity of the monsoon 
while the Customs conducted its intricate and laborious rites over 
our baggage which had gone by sea. Eventually, with Rs. 1,700 duty 
paid and with a bond given for a further £300 against the re-export 
of our non-consumables, we redeemed our supplies. Meanwhile there 
had been some anxiety lest the political eruption in the Middle East 
would delay the rear-guard, but all assembled on time in Delhi for a 
last luxurious night's rest at the fabulously splendid new Ashoka 
Hotel before taking the overnight train to the rail-head at Pathankot. 
Here in the sunshine, already blazing hot at 7.30, we were delighted 
and relieved to be welcomed by Ang Tsering and Dawa Temba who 
promptly took over responsibility for our gear and successfully 
fended off the horde of red-turbaned coolies who descended upon us.

The 180 miles from Pathankot to Manali would be a worthy 
expedition in itself if it were not merely the prelude to what is beyond. 
From the tropical plains, the road skirts the foot-hills on its long leg 
eastwards before finally heading north to penetrate the Dhaula Dhar 
range, and it traverses an extraordinary variety of scenery and human 
activity. In the later stages, beyond Mandi, the road pursues a 
spectacular and precarious course up the gorge of the Beas river 
before emerging into the green and fertile and very beautiful Vale of 
Kulu with its rice paddies and fruit orchards and headwall formed 
by the Pir Panjal range of rain forest topped by the snows befitting its 
20,000 feet. To enjoy this run in comfort I should recommend 
something more commodious than the rather primitive bus in and on 
which we loaded ourselves and our ton or so of supplies. We were, 
however, fortunate in that the road had just been reopened after the 
annual monsoon washouts and we had a clear run through to Manali 
with no more than a few anxious moments along the gorge of the 
Beas with the water boiling past some hundreds of feet below.

One day in Manali was taken in sorting gear, changing from 
civilised to less formal attire, engaging our porters and a train of 
ponies and mules, buying kerosene and much else in which our task 
was greatly eased by Major Banon, in whose house we stayed. Then, 
on Thursday, 19th July, the fifth day out of London for our rear-
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guard, we set off towards the Rohtang Pass, by now an impressive 
caravan with 28 laden ponies and mules.

Our nine-day approach march from Manali to Base Camp at the 
head of the Thirot Nala took us first north to cross the Pir Panjal by 
the 13,000 ft. Rohtang Pass, then westwards for five days along the 
bed and flank of the mighty gorge of the Chandra and Chandra- 
Bhaga rivers, before turning north again to enter the Thirot Nala at 
Chokhang. It is a superb walk of great variety, beauty, and interest, 
and just about the right length for getting feet, legs and lungs into 
something like condition for the work ahead. Once over the Rohtang 
we were beyond the reach of the monsoon, and walking as we were 
on the north flank of the gorge we had all the sun we could wish for. 
The heat was considerable even though our route lay at 10,000 feet 
and above, and it was a relief to find a camp site by early afternoon, 
to get the tents and flysheets up, and to crawl under cover for a spell. 
For much of the way the country is almost arid desert, but unlike 
the upper Chandra there are substantial areas of irrigation and 
terrace cultivation, mostly on old glacial outwash fans and river 
terraces which speak vividly of glacier dams in bygone ages. 
Wherever the terrain has permitted cultivation its intense though 
primitive and culture has followed the plough, all the larger villages, 
however remote, having their schools. The villages themselves, though 
most attractive in prospect, are rather squalid on closer acquaintance 
but we were most grateful for the shade of the avenues of trees 
planted (and irrigated) along the track west of Tandi. Signs of 
Buddhism abound and we passed gompas at Koksar, Gondla and 
Tandi, but the mani walls and chortens along the gorge are decrepit 
and one gets the impression that the religion is not the force it once 
was, though the higher and more remote villages flew their prayer 
flags bravely on their houses.

Our final approach to Base Camp was up a forbidding moraine 
of glaringly white granite boulders. Not knowing what lay ahead, we 
had stopped to refresh ourselves and our transport in a meadow gay 
with flowers while Ang Tsering and Sonam went ahead to recon 
noitre. Their return, all smiles and with great fistfuls of meconopsis 
horridula, encouraged us and our gorrah wallahs, and a gallant effort 
by the ponies took them up to a superb campsite at 13,800 feet by the 
bank of a small clear stream and in full sight of the glaciers at the head 
of the nala. True, we were rather near to a suspiciously fresh-looking 
rock fall from the very sheer north wall of the nala, but in all other 
respects it was a campsite to dream about, with a choice flora at our 
feet, the outlook to the east blocked by a rampart of rock and ice, 
and to the west the deep trench of the Thirot Nala dropping away
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under the shadow of Phabrang, at 20,250 feet one of the few peaks 
bearing a name in this region.

So far, we had been following the excellent one-inch and half-inch 
maps of the Survey of India published after the survey of 1921 which 
had been taken as far as the watershed at the head of the nala. The 
one-inch sheet number 52D/13 had suggested that a nice, long, easily- 
graded glacier would take us up to a peak of 20,042 feet which lay on 
the watershed. From this we should be able to look eastward into the 
region of northern Lahul which has not been visited by professional 
surveyors since the middle of last century and is sparsely mapped. 
Alas for our hopes ! The glacier has receded considerably since 1921 
and its snout was now most unstable, its surface deeply crevassed, 
and its rock walls sheer and cleanly scoured slabs. We had, though, 
plenty to go at for the wide cirque above us bore a good half-dozen

CHAMBA LAHUL EXPEDITION
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glaciers of various orders and more fine and spectacular peaks, and 
our chief problem lay in choosing from the riches before us.

Our first climb had therefore to be a reconnaissance, and a 
conveniently placed eminence of 16,859 feet was chosen. The 
approach, which became all too familiar later, was dominated by the 
very steep and lofty north wall of the nala and lay first over the 
ominously fresh rock-fall of white granite where no-one dawdled. 
Then came a not-very-mauvais pas as the wall tried to push us into 
the infant river cascading just below our feet, after which last fling 
the wall fell back and the cirque opened out into a vast waste of 
moraine, white or pale grey of the granite where we were but deep 
chocolate to the south where the glaciers descended from what 
appeared to be sandstone peaks. A variety of routes through, over 
and around the hummocks was available according to taste and in 
time each developed his or her own pet fad, but eventually all were 
united on the west bank of a very cold steam which issued from a 
glacier half-a-mile away. This was easily but painfully forded and 
beyond reared the shoulder of an old and stable moraine at a fair 
angle for a good 1,500 feet. Above, the way lay up a steepish snow 
gully for a further few hundred feet to the shattered crest which 
formed the summit. The altitude took its toll on the long slog up the 
moraine but the majority of the party made the top by early afternoon 
in time to spot a possible route up a glacier by a wide terrace before 
clouds blotted out any further view. Camp 1 could be placed well 
above the crevassed snout at the top of the long moraine where 
access to the glacier would be easy and only a few small crevasses 
contested the way to the terrace leading upwards to the north-east. 
Thereafter we should have to find campsites as we went.

Back at Base Camp activity now concentrated on sorting food 
and gear into manageable loads for a high altitude party consisting 
of Hamish, Emile, Margaret and myself with Da Temba, Dorje, 
Sonam and Wangyal. This, of course, is the stage where one begins 
to learn how many of the necessities of life one can do without, but 
even so, and with the help of several of the gorrah wallahs who 
volunteered as porters, we were heavily laden as we set out for Camp 1 
and the 2,000 feet of ascent took the sahibs a good five hours. The 
lads, in spite of substantially heavier loads, had beaten us to the 
campsite, and we were glad to see the tents up and tea brewed as we 
arrived. We retired with thoughts of the early start we were to make 
up the glacier which was by now but a few feet from our heads.

Next morning we awoke to a world of mist, sleet and mud the 
last from the rock-flour on which our tents had been pitched and into
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which they gradually sank. All thoughts of starting out were very 
definitely off and the day was spent bailing tents, digging drainage 
channels in the bog, and quaffing endless cups of tea produced by 
the lads. By afternoon, though, a distinct lightening of the sky raised 
our hopes and we were even able to get out sleeping bags out for a 
much-needed airing before (welcome sign) the frosty evening air 
drove us back into them.

The alarm woke us to a splendid dawn, with the snows of 
Phabrang picked out long before the nala itself emerged from the 
gloom of night. As always, breakfast was a leisurely affair. First, of 
course, the Sahibs were fed porridge, bacon, biscuits, butter, 
marmalade, coffee all served with cheerful ceremony. Then came the 
turn of Da Temba and the Ladakhis, and we never ceased to marvel 
at the time it took to prepare and consume such an apparently simple 
meal which seemed to consist of nothing but a porridge of tsampa. 
Washing-up rounded out the two hours from reveille and we were 
ready for the day's work. But, anxious as we were to be up and on 
our way, the panorama unrolled by the sunrise kept us entranced, 
for our belvedere commanded a perfectly splendid view down the 
deep trench of the nala. On the right, serried ranks of rock peaks of 
18,000 to 19,000 feet supported the ice-fields and snow peaks of the 
Phabrang group, and on the left all was dominated by a large and 
rugged 20,000 peak which plunged in one sweep of 8,000 feet to the 
bed of the nala, and which we came to call Twin Gable. And far, far 
away to the south west, the skyline was closed by snow-capped peaks 
on the far side of the Chandra-Bhaga, perhaps 40-50 miles away.

Our way up the glacier proved almost too easy. Our first steps 
up the steeping ice were eased by the freshly-fallen snow so that 
crampons were unnecessary, and the angle soon eased off. The few 
crevasses were mostly narrow and obvious and navigation was not 
unduly intricate. The glacier was flanked to the east by a substantial 
stretch of crag and fell to the west in a cascade of ice-falls. Between 
these cliffs of rock and ice a broad terrace of glacier led gently upwards 
for a considerable distance towards the north and eventually to the 
main course by which the ice spilled down from its upper basin. 
Here the glacier, compressed between its retaining crags, made a 
broad smooth funnel and continued to provide good going. But, 
easy as the route proved to be in a technical sense, it was far from 
easy in any other. Up to Camp 1 we had had the help of the gorrah 
wallahs, but now we were on our own and had to face up to carrying 
in real earnest. The first day's reconnaissance above Camp 1 took a 
relay of loads to a cache well up the glacier terrace before returning, 
so that when we finally struck camp at 6 next morning we had the
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benefit of the previous day's tracks. We were also sheltered from the 
morning sun by the ridge to the east until we emerged into the 
funnel at about 10.00. Even so, and although we had long since 
developed a very deliberate gait to keep legs and lungs in tolerable 
sympathy, stops were frequent to ease aching shoulders and racing 
pulses. There were, in any case, temptations to stop in plenty, for the 
brilliant lighting made the most of the spectacular rock and ice 
architecture and shutters clicked right and left.

I found the last hour or so ascending the funnel in the full glare 
of the sun quite trying, but all seemed content when the glacier levelled 
off to pitch Camp 2 then and there. In doing so, as was to happen 
again later, I found the exertion of treading out a platform for the 
tent far more taxing than the steady rhythmic plod up the glacier, 
and my afternoon was spent in the shelter of the tent nursing a 
splitting headache. Meanwhile, Emile, with but a modicum of rest, 
led the lads back down to the cache, to return bearing all the loads 
dumped the previous day.

Still somewhat bemused, I emerged in the early evening to be 
fully roused by a splendid dinner-cum-sunset. Our situation could 
hardly have been finer. The trench of the Thirot was, by now, largely 
hidden by a swell of glacier and only its boundary ridges culminating 
in Phabrang and Twin Gable remained to show its course. 
Immediately to the SW and not so far above us an 18,058 ft. top 
surged like a breaking wave from the glacier which otherwise 
descended ever so gently from the east, and over all was the peaceful 
stillness of settled fine weather. Twilight is brief in these latitudes, 
and soon

...... the evening air
Clad in the beauty of a thousand stars

had descended on us, rather chillier than Marlowe had in mind, and 
we were torn between the wonder of a brilliant night and the snug 
appeal of tents and sleeping bags ; but not for long.

Next morning the lads were left in possession of the camp while 
the four sahibs strolled up to a gentle glacier col on the watershed at 
about 17,500 feet. Here we met the morning sun and a fine outlook 
to the North and East. At our feet a broad and easy glacier, bounded 
on its Southern flank by a spectacularly-iced peak, descended towards 
a deep gorge which we decided must be the Barsi Nala. Beyond the 
gorge the bulk of a large rock peak rose in a truncated cone to 
20,700 feet. For the rest, peaks and ridges jostled each other for 
room as far as the eye could see. We quickly clambered to the top 
of a small rocky eminence to the North of the col and there spent the 
next hour basking in sunshine and ecstasy as we drank in the superb
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